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Abstract. Given two labelled Markov decision processes (MDPs), the trace-refinement
problem asks whether for all strategies of the first MDP there exists a strategy of the
second MDP such that the induced labelled Markov chains are trace-equivalent. We show
that this problem is decidable in polynomial time if the second MDP is a Markov chain.
The algorithm is based on new results on a particular notion of bisimulation between
distributions over the states. However, we show that the general trace-refinement problem
is undecidable, even if the first MDP is a Markov chain. Decidability of those problems
was stated as open in 2008. We further study the decidability and complexity of the
trace-refinement problem provided that the strategies are restricted to be memoryless.
1. Introduction
We consider labelled Markov chains (MCs) whose transitions are labelled with symbols from
an alphabet L. Upon taking a transition, the MC emits the associated label. In this way,
an MC defines a trace-probability function Tr : L∗ → [0, 1] which assigns to each finite trace
w ∈ L∗ the probability that the MC emits w during its first |w| transitions. Consider the
MC depicted in Figure 1 with initial state p0. For example, in state p0, with probability
1
4 ,
a transition to state pc is taken and c is emitted. We have, e.g., Tr(abc) =
1
4 ·
1
4 ·
1
4 . Two
MCs over the same alphabet L are called equivalent if their trace-probability functions are
equal.
The study of labelled MCs and their equivalence has a long history, going back to
Schu¨tzenberger [21] and Paz [18] who studied weighted and probabilistic automata, respec-
tively. Those models generalize labelled MCs, but the respective equivalence problems are
essentially the same. It can be extracted from [21] that equivalence is decidable in poly-
nomial time, using a technique based on linear algebra. Variants of this technique were
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Figure 1: An MC with its trace-probability function. This MC, denoted by C(A), is also
used in the reduction from universality of probabilistic automata to MC ⊑ MDP.
developed in [23, 7]. Tzeng [24] considered the path-equivalence problem for nondetermin-
istic automata which asks, given nondeterministic automata A and B, whether each word
has the same number of accepting paths in A as in B. He gives an NC algorithm1 for de-
ciding path equivalence which can be straightforwardly adapted to yield an NC algorithm
for equivalence of MCs.
More recently, the efficient decidability of the equivalence problem was exploited, both
theoretically and practically, for the verification of probabilistic systems, see, e.g., [13, 14,
19, 17, 16]. In those works, equivalence naturally expresses properties such as obliviousness
and anonymity, which are difficult to formalize in temporal logic. The inclusion problem for
two probabilistic automata asks whether for each word the acceptance probability in the
first automaton is less than or equal to the acceptance probability in the second automaton.
Despite its semblance to the equivalence problem, the inclusion problem is undecidable [5],
even for automata of fixed dimension [2]. This is unfortunate, especially because deciding
language inclusion is often at the heart of verification algorithms.
We study another “inclusion-like” generalization of the equivalence problem: trace
refinement in labelled Markov decision processes (MDPs). MDPs extend MCs by nondeter-
minism; in each state, a controller chooses, possibly randomly and possibly depending on
the history, one out of finitely many moves2. A move determines a probability distribution
over the emitted label and the successor state. In this way, an MDP and a strategy of the
controller induce an MC.
The trace-refinement problem asks, given two MDPs D and E , whether for all strategies
for D there is a strategy for E such that the induced MCs are equivalent. Consider the MDP
depicted in Figure 2 where in state q1 there are two available moves; one move generates the
label c with probability 1, the other move generates d with probability 1. A strategy of the
controller that, in state q1, chooses the last generated label (either c or d) with probability 1,
induces the same trace-probability function as the MC shown in Figure 1; the MDP thus
refines that MC. The described strategy needs one bit of memory to keep track of the last
generated label. It was shown in [7] that the strategy for E may require infinite memory,
even if D is an MC. The decidability of trace refinement was posed as an open problem,
both in the introduction and in the conclusion of [7]. The authors of [7] also ask about the
decidability of subcases, where D or E are restricted to be MCs. In this paper we answer
1The complexity class NC is the subclass of P containing those problems that can be solved in polyloga-
rithmic parallel time (see, e.g., [11]).
2As in [7] we speak of moves rather than of actions, to avoid possible confusion with the label alphabet L.
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Figure 2: An MDP where the choice of controller is relevant only in q1. Two available
moves m1,m2 are shown with small black circles.
all those questions. We show that trace refinement is undecidable, even if D is an MC. In
contrast, we show that trace refinement is decidable efficiently (in NC, hence in P), if E
is an MC. Moreover, we prove that the trace-refinement problem becomes decidable if one
imposes suitable restrictions on the strategies for D and E , respectively. More specifically,
we consider memoryless (i.e., no dependence on the history) and pure memoryless (i.e., no
randomization and no dependence on the history) strategies, establishing various complexity
results between NP and PSPACE.
To obtain the aforementioned NC result, we demonstrate a link between trace refine-
ment and a particular notion of bisimulation between two MDPs that was studied in [12].
This variant of bisimulation is not defined between two states as in the usual notion, but
between two distributions on states. An exponential-time algorithm that decides (this no-
tion of) bisimulation was provided in [12]. We sharpen this result by exhibiting a coNP
algorithm that decides bisimulation between two MDPs, and an NC algorithm for the case
where one of the MDPs is an MC. For that we refine the arguments devised in [12]. The
model considered in [12] is more general than ours in that they also consider continuous
state spaces, but more restricted than ours in that the label is determined by the move.
2. Preliminaries
A trace over a finite set L of labels is a finite sequence w = a1 · · · an of labels where the
length of the trace is |w| = n. The empty trace ǫ has length zero. For n ≥ 0, let Ln be the
set of all traces with length n; we denote by L∗ the set of all (finite) traces over L.
For a function d : S → [0, 1] over a countable set S, define the norm ‖d‖ :=
∑
s∈S d(s).
The support of d is the set Supp(d) = {s ∈ S | d(s) > 0}. The function d is a probability
subdistribution over S if ‖d‖ ≤ 1; it is a probability distribution if ‖d‖ = 1. We denote
by subDist(S) (resp. Dist(S)) the set of all probability subdistributions (resp. distributions)
over S. Given s ∈ S, the Dirac distribution on s assigns probability 1 to s; we denote
it by ds. For a non-empty finite subset T ⊆ S, the uniform distribution over T assigns
probability 1|T | to every element in T .
2.1. Labelled Markov Decision Processes. A labelled Markov decision process (MDP)
D = 〈Q,µ0, L, δ〉 consists of a finite set Q of states, an initial distribution µ0 ∈ Dist(Q), a
finite set L of labels, and a finite probabilistic transition relation δ ⊆ Q×Dist(L×Q) where
states are in relation with distributions over pairs of labels and successors. We assume that
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for each state q ∈ Q there exists some distribution d ∈ Dist(L×Q) where 〈q, d〉 ∈ δ. The set
of moves in q is moves(q) = {d ∈ Dist(L×Q) | 〈q, d〉 ∈ δ}; denote by moves =
⋃
q∈Qmoves(q)
the set of all moves.
For the complexity results, we assume that probabilities of transitions are rational and
given as fractions of integers represented in binary.
We describe the behaviour of an MDP as a trace generator running in steps. The MDP
starts in the first step in state q with probability µ0(q). In each step, if the MDP is in
state q the controller chooses m ∈ moves(q); then, with probability m(a, q′), the label a is
generated and the next step starts in the successor state q′.
Given q ∈ Q, denote by post(q) the set {(a, q′) ∈ Supp(m) | m ∈ moves(q)}. A path in D
is a sequence ρ = q0a1q1 . . . anqn such that (ai+1, qi+1) ∈ post(qi) for all 0 ≤ i < n. The last
state of ρ is last(ρ) = qn. The trace trace(ρ) generated by ρ is a1a2 · · · an. We let Paths(D)
denote the set of paths in D, Paths(w) denote {ρ ∈ Paths(D) | trace(ρ) = w} the set of
paths generating w, and Paths(w, q) denote {ρ ∈ Paths(D) | trace(ρ) = w and last(ρ) = q}
the set of paths generating w ending in q.
Strategies. A strategy for an MDP D is a function α : Paths(D)→ Dist(moves) that, given a
path ρ, returns a probability distribution α(ρ) ∈ Dist(moves(last(ρ))). Let q = last(ρ), then
α(ρ) generates a label a and selects a successor state q′ with probability∑
m∈moves(q)
α(ρ)(m) ·m(a, q′).
Abusing notation slightly we write α(ρ)(a, q′) for
∑
m∈moves α(ρ)(m) ·m(a, q
′).
A strategy α is pure if for all ρ ∈ Paths(D), there exists m ∈ moves such that
α(ρ)(m) = 1; we thus view pure strategies as functions α : Paths(D) → moves. A strat-
egy α is memoryless if α(ρ) = α(ρ′) for all paths ρ, ρ′ with last(ρ) = last(ρ′); we thus view
memoryless strategies as functions α : Q → Dist(moves). A strategy α is trace-based if
α(ρ) = α(ρ′) for all ρ, ρ′ where trace(ρ) = trace(ρ′) and last(ρ) = last(ρ′); we view trace-
based strategies as functions α : L∗ × Q → Dist(moves). For a traced-based strategy α we
write α(w, q)(a, q′) for
∑
m∈moves α(w, q)(m) ·m(a, q
′).
Trace-probability function. For an MDP D and a strategy α, the probability of a single
path is inductively defined by PrD,α(q) = µ0(q) and
PrD,α(ρaq
′) = PrD,α(ρ) · α(ρ)(a, q
′).
This induces PrD,α(w, q) =
∑
ρ∈Paths(w,q) PrD,α(ρ) and PrD,α(w) =
∑
ρ∈Paths(w) PrD,α(ρ).
The trace-probability function TrD,α : L
∗ → [0, 1] is, given a trace w, defined by
TrD,α(w) = PrD,α(w).
We may drop the subscript D or α from TrD,α and from PrD,α if it is understood. We let
subDistD,α(w) ∈ subDist(Q) denote the subdistribution after generating a trace w, that is
subDistD,α(w)(q) = PrD,α(w, q).
We have:
TrD,α(w) = ‖subDistD,α(w)‖ (2.1)
Let D be an MDP and α,β be two strategies; we denote by Trα = Trβ when the
equality Trα(w) = Trβ(w) holds for all traces w ∈ L
∗. A version of the following lemma
was proved in [7, Lemma 1]:
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Lemma 2.1. Let D be an MDP and α be a strategy. There exists a trace-based strategy β
such that Trα = Trβ.
Proof. Let α be a strategy α : Paths → Dist(moves) of the MDP D = 〈Q,µ0, L, δ〉. We
define a trace-based strategy β : L∗ × Q → Dist(moves) as follows: given a pair of state q
and trace w, let
β(w, q) =
∑
ρ∈Paths(w,q) Prα(ρ) · α(ρ)
Prα(w, q)
.
We prove by induction that Prβ(w, q) = Prα(w, q). The induction base, w = ǫ, is simple.
For any w, q′ we have:
Prβ(wa, q
′) =
∑
q∈Q
Prβ(w, q) · β(w, q)(a, q
′)
=
∑
q∈Q
Prα(w, q) ·
∑
ρ∈Paths(w,q) Prα(ρ) · α(ρ)(a, q
′)
Prα(w, q)
=
∑
q∈Q
∑
ρ∈Paths(w,q)
Prα(ρ) · α(ρ)(a, q
′)
=
∑
ρ∈Paths(w)
Prα(ρ) · α(ρ)(a, q
′)
= Prα(wa, q
′).
A strategy can be implemented by means of memory; to make this explicit, we define
a variant of the notion of strategies. We instrument strategies with a countable set mem
of memory modes. For an MDP D, a generalized strategy with memory mem is defined by
d0 ∈ Dist(mem) and α : mem × Paths(D) → Dist(moves ×mem). The strategy α returns a
probability distribution over the next moves and next memory modes based on the taken
path to the current state and the current memory mode. We show in Lemma 2.2 that
for each generalized strategy α there is a strategy β such that each path in the MDP
is equally probable under both strategies α and β, implying that the trace-probability
functions induced by α and β are also equal.
To formalize generalized strategies, we extend the definitions: An extended path is a
sequence π = q0M0a1q1M1 . . . anqnMn such that (ai+1, qi+1) ∈ post(qi) for all 0 ≤ i < n.
The last memory state is lastmem(π) = Mn. All notions for paths are naturally transferred
to extended paths. For an extended path π = q0M0a1q1M1 . . . anqnMn, let ρpi denote its
projection to a path, that is ρpi = q0a1q1 . . . anqn. We let ExtPaths be the set of extended
paths, ExtPaths(ρ) be the set of extended paths projecting to ρ, and ExtPaths(ρ,M) be the
set of extended paths π projecting to ρ and such that lastmem(π) =M .
Given a memory mode M and a path ρ ∈ Paths(D), we write α(M , ρ)(a, q′,M ′) for∑
m∈moves α(M , ρ)(m,M
′) · m(a, q′). The probability of an extended path π is defined in-
ductively by PrD,α(qm) = µ0(q) · d0(m) and
PrD,α(πaq
′M ′) = PrD,α(π) · α(lastmem(π), ρpi)(a, q
′,M ′).
We then let
PrD,α(ρ) =
∑
pi∈ExtPaths(ρ)
PrD,α(π) and PrD,α(ρ,M) =
∑
pi∈ExtPaths(ρ,M)
PrD,α(π).
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It easily follows from these definitions that
PrD,α(ρaq
′) =
∑
M∈mem
PrD,α(ρ,M) · α(M , ρ)(a, q
′).
Lemma 2.2. Let D be an MDP and α be a generalized strategy. There exists a strategy β
such that Trα = Trβ.
Proof. Let D = 〈Q,µ0, L, δ〉 be an MDP and α : mem× Paths(D)→ Dist(moves×mem) be
a generalized strategy of D. We drop the subscript D in the rest of the proof.
Define a strategy β : Paths→ Dist(moves) from α as follows. Given a path ρ, let
β(ρ) =
∑
M∈mem Prα(ρ,M) · α(M , ρ)
Prα(ρ)
.
We prove by induction that Prβ(ρ) = Prα(ρ). The induction base, ρ = q for q ∈ Q, is
simple. For all ρ, a, q′ we have:
Prβ(ρaq
′) = Prβ(ρ) · β(ρ)(a, q
′)
= Prα(ρ) ·
∑
M∈mem Prα(ρ,M) · α(M , ρ)(a, q
′)
Prα(ρ)
=
∑
M∈mem
Prα(ρ,M) · α(M , ρ)(a, q
′)
= Prα(ρaq
′).
Since the probability of a trace w is a summation over the probability of all paths
emitting w, having Prα(ρ) = Prβ(ρ) for all ρ implies that Trα = Trβ .
Labelled Markov Chains. A finite-state labelled Markov chain (MC for short) is an MDP
where only a single move is available in each state, and thus controller’s choice plays no
role. An MC C = 〈Q,µ0, L, δ〉 is an MDP where δ : Q → Dist(L × Q) is a probabilistic
transition function. Since MCs are MDPs, we analogously define paths, and the probability
of a single path inductively as follows: PrC(q) = µ0(q) and PrC(ρaq) = PrC(ρ) · δ(q
′)(a, q)
where q′ = last(ρ). The notations subDistC(w) and TrC are defined analogously.
2.2. Trace Refinement. Given two MDPs D and E with the same set L of labels, we say
that E refines D, denoted by D ⊑ E , if for all strategies α for D there exists some strategy β
for E such that TrD = TrE . We are interested in the problem MDP ⊑ MDP, which asks,
for two given MDPs D and E , whether D ⊑ E . The decidability of this problem was posed
as an open question in [7]. We show in Theorem 3.1 that the problem MDP ⊑ MDP is
undecidable.
We consider various subproblems of MDP ⊑ MDP, which asks whether D ⊑ E holds.
Specifically, we speak of the problem
• MDP ⊑ MC when E is restricted to be an MC;
• MC ⊑ MDP when D is restricted to be an MC;
• MC ⊑ MC when both D and E are restricted to be MCs.
We show in Theorem 3.1 that even the problem MC ⊑ MDP is undecidable. Hence we
consider further subproblems. Specifically, we denote by MC ⊑ MDPm the problem where
the MDP is restricted to use only memoryless strategies, and by MC ⊑ MDPpm the problem
where the MDP is restricted to use only pure memoryless strategies. When both MDPs D
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and E are restricted to use only pure memoryless strategies, the trace-refinement problem is
denoted by MDPpm ⊑ MDPpm. The problemMC ⊑ MC equals the trace-equivalence problem
for MCs: given two MCs C1, C2 we have C1 ⊑ C2 if and only if TrC1 = TrC2 if and only if
C2 ⊑ C1. This problem is known to be in NC [24], hence in P.
3. Undecidability Results
In this section we show:
Theorem 3.1. The problem MC ⊑ MDP is undecidable. Hence a fortiori, MDP ⊑ MDP is
undecidable.
Proof. To show that the problem MC ⊑ MDP is undecidable, we establish a reduction from
the universality problem for probabilistic automata. A probabilistic automaton is a tuple
A = 〈Q,µ0, L, δ,F 〉 consisting of a finite set Q of states, an initial distribution µ0 ∈ Dist(Q),
a finite set L of letters, a transition function δ : Q × L → Dist(Q) assigning to every state
and letter a distribution over states, and a set F of final states. For a word w ∈ L∗
we write disA(w) ∈ Dist(Q) for the distribution such that, for all q ∈ Q, we have that
disA(w)(q) is the probability that after inputting w the automaton A is in state q. We write
PrA(w) =
∑
q∈F disA(w)(q) to denote the probability that A accepts w. The universality
problem asks, given a probabilistic automaton A, whether PrA(w) ≥
1
2 holds for all words w.
This problem is known to be undecidable [18, 9].
Let A = 〈Q,µ0, L, δ,F 〉 be a probabilistic automaton; without loss of generality we
assume that L = {a, b}. We construct an MDP D such that A is universal if and only if
C ⊑ D where C is the MC shown in Figure 1.
The MDP D is constructed fromA as follows; see Figure 3. Its set of states isQ∪{qc, qd},
and its initial distribution is µ0. (Here and in the following we identify subdistributions
µ ∈ subDist(Q) and µ ∈ subDist(Q ∪ {qc, qd}) if µ(qc) = µ(qd) = 0.) We describe the
transitions of D using the transition function δ of A. Consider a state q ∈ Q:
• If q ∈ F , there are two available moves mc,md; both emit a with probability
1
4
and simulate the probabilistic automaton A reading the letter a, or emit b with
probability 14 and simulate the probabilistic automaton A reading the letter b. With
the remaining probability of 12 , mc emits c and leads to qc and md emits d and leads
to qd. Formally, mc(c, qc) =
1
2 , md(d, qd) =
1
2 and mc(e, q
′) = md(e, q
′) = 14δ(q, e)(q
′)
where q′ ∈ Q and e ∈ {a, b}.
• If q /∈ F , there is a single available move m such that m(d, qd) =
1
2 and m(e, q
′) =
1
4δ(q, e)(q
′) where q′ ∈ Q and e ∈ {a, b}.
• The only move from qc is the Dirac distribution on (c, qc); likewise the only move
from qd is the Dirac distribution on (d, qd).
This MDP D “is almost” an MC, in the sense that a strategy α does not influence its
behaviour until eventually a transition to qc or qd is taken. Indeed, for all α and for all
w ∈ {a, b}∗ we have subDistD,α(w) =
1
4|w|
disA(w). In particular, it follows TrD,α(w) =
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the automaton A
q
q1
q2
x′, a
y′, b
p
p1
p2
x, a
y, b
=⇒
the MDP D
qd
qc
1, d
1, c
q
m
q1
q2
x′
4 , a
y′
4 , b
1
2 , d
p
mc
p1
p2
x
4 , a
1
2 , c
md
y
4 , b
1
2 , d
Figure 3: Sketch of the construction of the MDP D from the probabilistic automaton A,
for the undecidability result of MC ⊑ MDP. Here, p is an accepting state whereas
q is not. To read the picture, note that in p there is a transition to the state p1
with probability x and label a: δ(p, a)(p1) = x.
‖subDistD,α(w)‖ =
1
4|w|
‖disA(w)‖ =
1
4|w|
. Further, if α is trace-based we have:
TrD,α(wc) = ‖subDistD,α(wc)‖ by (2.1)
= subDistD,α(wc)(qc) structure of D
=
∑
q∈F
subDistD,α(w)(q) · α(w, q)(mc) ·
1
2
structure of D
=
1
4|w|
∑
q∈F
disA(w)(q) · α(w, q)(mc) ·
1
2
as argued above
(3.1)
We show that A is universal if and only if C ⊑ D. Let A be universal. Define a trace-
based strategy α with α(w, q)(mc) =
1
2PrA(w)
for all w ∈ {a, b}∗ and q ∈ F . Note that
α(w, q)(mc) is a probability as PrA(w) ≥
1
2 . Let w ∈ {a, b}
∗. We have:
TrD,α(w) =
1
4|w|
as argued above
= TrC(w) Figure 1
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Further we have:
TrD,α(wc) =
1
4|w|
∑
q∈F
disA(w)(q) · α(w, q)(mc) ·
1
2
by (3.1)
=
1
4|w|
∑
q∈F
disA(w)(q) ·
1
PrA(w)
·
1
4
definition of α
=
1
4|w|+1
PrA(w) =
∑
q∈F
disA(w)(q)
= TrC(wc) Figure 1
It follows from the definitions of D and C that for all k ≥ 1, we have TrD,α(wc
k) =
TrD,α(wc) = TrC(wc) = TrC(wc
k). We have
∑
e∈{a,b,c,d}TrD,α(we) = TrD,α(w) =
TrC(w) =
∑
e∈{a,b,c,d}TrC(we). Since for e ∈ {a, b, c} we also proved that TrD,α(we) =
TrC(we) it follows that TrD,α(wd) = TrC(wd). Hence, as above, TrD,α(wd
k) = TrC(wd
k)
for all k ≥ 1. Finally, if w /∈ (a+ b)∗ · (c∗ + d∗) then TrD,α(w) = 0 = TrC(w).
For the converse, assume that A is not universal. Then there is w ∈ {a, b}∗ with
PrA(w) <
1
2 . Let α be a trace-based strategy. Then we have:
TrD,α(wc) =
1
4|w|
∑
q∈F
disA(w)(q) · α(w, q)(mc) ·
1
2
by (3.1)
≤
1
4|w|
·
1
2
·
∑
q∈F
disA(w)(q) α(w, q)(mc) ≤ 1
=
1
4|w|
·
1
2
· PrA(w) PrA(w) =
∑
q∈F
disA(w)(q)
<
1
4|w|
·
1
2
·
1
2
definition of w
= TrC(wc) Figure 1
We conclude that there is no trace-based strategy α with TrD,α = TrC . By Lemma 2.1
there is no strategy α with TrD,α = TrC . Hence C 6⊑ D.
A straightforward reduction from MDP ⊑ MDP now establishes:
Theorem 3.2. The problem that, given two MDPs D and E, asks whether D ⊑ E and
E ⊑ D is undecidable.
Proof. We give a reduction from the problem MDP ⊑ MDP. Given two MDPs D =
〈Q,µ0, L, δ〉 and E = 〈Q
′,µ′0, L, δ
′〉, we construct two MDPs called D + E and E2 such
that D ⊑ E if, and only if, E2 ⊑ D + E and D + E ⊑ E2.
We first construct the MDP D + E by simply having a copy of each MDP, adding a
new label # and a new state p0. The initial distribution of D + E is the Dirac distribution
on p0, where there are two available moves mD and mE . Let mD(#, q) = µ0(q) for all q ∈ Q
and mD(#, q) = 0 otherwise; and let mE (#, q) = µ
′
0(q) for all q ∈ Q
′ and mD(#, q) = 0
otherwise. We see that D+ E always starts by generating label # with probability 1; next,
using memory, D + E can commit to either simulating D or E .
We construct E2 from E as follows. We extend the set of labels with #, and the set Q
′
of states with a new state q0. The initial distribution of E2 is the Dirac distribution on q0,
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where there is only one available move m such that m(#, q) = µ′0(q). We see that E2 always
starts by generating label # with probability 1, and then simply behaves as E .
We now argue that D ⊑ E if, and only if, E2 ⊑ D + E and D + E ⊑ E2. This follows
from three simple observations:
• The relation E2 ⊑ D+E always holds. Strategies of D+E can choose to simulate E2
by playing mE with probability 1.
• If D ⊑ E then D + E ⊑ E2: a strategy γ of D + E , in the first step, plays mD
and mE with probabilities γ(p0)(mD) and γ(p0)(mE ). Next, it follows a strategy α
for the copy of D and a strategy β for the copy of E . Since D ⊑ E , there exists some
strategy β′ of E such that TrD,α = TrE,β′ . Let γ2 be the generalized strategy for E2
that plays β′ with probability γ(p0)(mD) and plays β with probability γ(p0)(mE ).
Then TrD+E,γ = TrE2,γ2 . By Lemma 2.2 there is a (non-generalized) strategy, γ
′
2
such that TrE2,γ′2 = TrE2,γ2 = TrD+E,γ. Thus D + E ⊑ E2.
• If D+E ⊑ E2 then D ⊑ E : consider a strategy α of D. Construct strategy α
′ of D+E
such that α′(p0)(mD) = 1 and α
′(p0#ρ) = α(ρ) for all paths ρ. Since D + E ⊑ E2,
there must be some strategy β′ such that TrD+E,α′ = TrE2,β′ . For the strategy β
where β(ρ) = β′(q0#ρ) for all paths ρ, we have TrD,α = TrE,β, and thus D ⊑ E .
4. Decidability for Memoryless Strategies
Given two MCs C1 and C2, the (symmetric) trace-equivalence relation C1 ⊑ C2 is polynomial-
time decidable [24]. An MDP D under a memoryless strategy α induces a finite MC D(α),
and thus once a memoryless strategy is fixed for the MDP, its relation to another given
MC in the trace-equivalence relation ⊑ can be decided in P. Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 provide
tight complexity bounds of the trace-refinement problems for MDPs that are restricted to
use only pure memoryless strategies. In Theorems 4.3 and 4.5 we establish bounds on the
complexity of the problem when randomization is allowed for memoryless strategies.
4.1. Pure Memoryless Strategies. In this subsection, we show that the problems
MC ⊑ MDPpm and MDPpm ⊑ MDPpm are NP-complete and Π
p
2-complete, respectively. The
hardness results are by reductions from the subset-sum problem and a variant of the quan-
tified subset-sum problem.
Given a set {s1, s2, . . . , sn} of natural numbers and N ∈ N, the subset-sum problem
asks whether there exists a subset S ⊆ {s1, . . . , sn} such that
∑
s∈S s = N . The subset-
sum problem is known to be NP-complete [6]. The quantified version of subset sum is a
game between a universal player and an existential player. Given k,N ∈ N and two sets
{s1, s2, . . . , sn} and {t1, t2, . . . , tm} of natural numbers, the game is played turn-based for k
rounds. In each round i (1 ≤ i ≤ k), the universal player first chooses Si ⊆ {s1, . . . , sn}
and then the existential player chooses Ti ⊆ {t1, . . . , tm}. The existential player wins if and
only if ∑
s∈S1
s+
∑
t∈T1
t+ · · ·+
∑
s∈Sk
s+
∑
t∈Tk
t = N .
The quantified subset-sum problem is known to be PSPACE-complete [8]. The proof therein
implies that the variant of the problem with a fixed number k of rounds is Πp2k-complete.
Theorem 4.1. The problem MC ⊑ MDPpm is NP-complete.
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the MC C
q0
qb qc
N
P
, a 1− N
P
, a
1, c1, b
the MDP D
s1 · · · sn
m1,b
m1,c mn,b
mn,c
sb sc 1, c1, b
a aa a
Figure 4: The MC C and the MDP D in the reduction for NP-hardness of MC ⊑ MDPm.
Proof. Membership of MC ⊑ MDPpm in NP is obtained as follows. Given an MC C and an
MDP D, the polynomial-time verifiable witness of C ⊑ D is a pure memoryless strategy α
for D. Once α is fixed, then C ⊑ D(α) can be decided in P.
To establish NP-hardness of MC ⊑ MDPpm, consider an instance of subset sum, i.e.,
a set {s1, . . . , sn} and N ∈ N. We construct an MC C and an MDP D such that there
exists S ⊆ {s1, . . . , sn} with
∑
s∈S s = N if and only if C ⊑ D when D uses only pure
memoryless strategies.
The MC C is shown in Figure 4 on the left. The initial distribution is the Dirac
distribution on q0; C generates traces in ab
+ with probability N
P
and traces in ac+ with
probability 1− N
P
where P = s1 + · · ·+ sn.
The MDP D is shown in Figure 4 on the right. For all states si, two moves mi,b
and mi,c are available, the Dirac distributions on (a, sb) and (a, sc). The states sb, sc emit
only the single labels b and c. The initial distribution µ0 is such that µ0(si) =
si
P
for
all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Intuitively, choosing b in si simulates the membership of si in S by adding
si
P
to the probability of generating ab+.
For a pure strategy α for D, let Sα be the set of states si where α(si) = mi,b. Then,
TrD(ab
+) =
∑
s∈Sα
s
P
and TrD(ac
+) = 1 − TrD(ab
+). Hence C ⊑ D holds if and only
if there exists a strategy α for D such that
∑
s∈Sα
s
P
= N
P
. It implies that the instance
of subset problem is positive, meaning that there exists a subset S ⊆ {s1, s2, . . . , sn} such
that
∑
s∈S s = N , if and only if C ⊑ D when D uses only pure memoryless strategies. The
NP-hardness results follows.
In the next theorem, we show that MDPpm ⊑ MDPpm is Π
p
2-complete. The hardness is
by reduction from the quantified subset-sum problem with k = 1 (one alternation).
Theorem 4.2. The problem MDPpm ⊑ MDPpm is Π
p
2-complete.
Proof. Membership of MDPpm ⊑ MDPpm in Π
p
2 is obtained as follows. Let D and E be
two MDPs. To check E ⊑ D, for all pure memoryless strategies β of E one can guess a
polynomial-time verifiable witness α, a strategy of D. Once α and β are fixed in D and E
respectively, checking E(β) ⊑ D(α) can be done in P.
To establish the hardness, consider an instance of quantified subset sum, i.e., N ∈ N
and two sets {s1, . . . , sn} and {t1, . . . , tm}. We construct MDPs Euniv and Eexist such that
the existential player wins in one round if and only if Euniv ⊑ Eexist holds, where the MDPs
use only pure memoryless strategies.
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the MDP Euniv
sr
s1 · · · sn
sy
m1,b
m1,c mn,b
mn,c
sb sc
1, c1, b
a a
a aa a
the MDP Eexist
tr
t1 · · · tm
ty
m1,b
m1,c mm,b
mm,c
tb tc
1, c1, b
a a
a aa a
Figure 5: The MDPs Euniv and Eexist in the reduction for Π
p
2-hardness of MDPpm ⊑ MDPpm.
Let P = s1 + · · · + sn and R = t1 + · · · + tm. Pick a small real number 0 < x < 1 so
that 0 < xP ,xR,xN < 1. Pick real numbers 0 ≤ y1, y2 < 1 such that y1 + xN < 1 and
y1 + xN = y2 + xR.
The MDPs Euniv and Eexist have symmetric constructions. The MDP Euniv simulates
choices of the universal player and is drawn in Figure 5 on the left. For all states si, two
moves mi,b and mi,c are available, the Dirac distributions on (a, sb) and (a, sc). The initial
distribution µ0 for Euniv is such that µ0(sy) =
1
2y1 and µ0(sr) = 1 −
1
2(xP + y1), and
µ0(si) =
1
2xsi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The MDP Eexist simulates choices of the existential player
and is drawn in Figure 5 on the right. For all states ti, two moves mi,b and mi,c are available,
the Dirac distributions on (a, tb) and (a, tc), similar to Eexist. The initial distribution µ
′
0
for Eexist is such that µ
′
0(ty) =
1
2y2 and µ
′
0(tr) = 1 −
1
2(xR + y2), and µ
′
0(tj) =
1
2xtj for
all 1 ≤ j ≤ m. Choosing b in a set of states si by the universal player is responded by
choosing c in a right set of states tj by the existential player such that the probabilities of
emitting ab+ in the MDPs are equal.
For a pure strategy α of Euniv, let Sα be the set of states si where α(si) = mi,b. We
therefore have TrEuniv(ab
+) = 12y1 +
1
2
∑
s∈Sα
xs. For a pure strategy β of Eexist, let Tβ be
the set of states tj where β(tj) = mi,c. Then, TrEexist(ac
+) = 1− 12(xR+ y2) +
1
2
∑
t∈Tβ
xt.
It implies that TrEexist(ab
+) = 12(xR+ y2)−
1
2
∑
t∈Tβ
xt.
Since y1 + xN = y2 + xR, to achieve TrEuniv = TrEexist the equality
∑
s∈Sα
s = N −∑
t∈Tβ
tmust be guaranteed. It shows that the existential player wins in one round, meaning
that for all subsets S ⊆ {s1, s2, . . . , sn} there exists a subset T ⊆ {t1, t2, . . . , tm} such that∑
s∈S s +
∑
t∈T t = N , if and only if for all pure and memoryless strategies α of D there
exists some pure and memoryless strategy β for E such that TrEuniv = TrEexist . The Π
p
2-
hardness result follows.
4.2. Memoryless Strategies. In this subsection, we provide upper and lower complexity
bounds for the problem MC ⊑ MDPm: a reduction to the existential theory of the reals and
a reduction from nonnegative matrix factorization.
A formula of the existential theory of the reals is of the form ∃x1 . . . ∃xm R(x1, . . . ,xn),
where R(x1, . . . ,xn) is a boolean combination of comparisons of the form p(x1, . . . ,xn) ∼ 0,
where p(x1, . . . ,xn) is a multivariate polynomial and ∼ ∈ {<,>,≤,≥, =, 6=}. The validity
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of closed formulas (i.e., when m = n) is decidable in PSPACE [3, 20], and is not known to
be PSPACE-hard.
Theorem 4.3. The problem MC ⊑ MDPm is polynomial-time reducible to the existential
theory of the reals, hence in PSPACE.
Given an MC C = 〈Q,µ0, L, δ〉, to each label a ∈ L we associate a transition matrix
∆(a) ∈ [0, 1]Q×Q with ∆(a)[q, q′] = δ(q)(a, q′). We view subdistributions µ0 over states as
row vectors µ0 ∈ [0, 1]
Q. We denote column vectors in boldface; in particular, 1 ∈ {1}Q
and 0 ∈ {0}Q are column vectors all whose entries are 1 and 0, respectively. We build on
[15, Proposition 10] which reads—translated to our framework—as follows:
Proposition 4.4. Let C1 = 〈Q1,µ0, L, δ〉 and C2 = 〈Q2,µ
′
0, L, δ
′〉 be MCs with Q as the
disjoint union of Q1,Q2. Then TrC1 = TrC2 if and only if there exists a matrix F ∈ R
Q×Q
such that
• the first row of F equals (µ0,−µ
′
0),
• F1 = 0,
and, moreover, for all labels a ∈ L there exist matrices M(a) ∈ RQ×Q such that
F
(
∆(a) 0
0 ∆′(a)
)
=M(a)F
where ∆(a),∆(a)′ are the transition matrices of C1 and C2 for the label a.
With this at hand we prove Theorem 4.3:
Proof of Theorem 4.3. Let C = 〈Q1,µ0, L, δ〉 be an MC and D = 〈Q2,µ
′
0, L, δ
′〉 be an MDP
withQ as the disjoint union ofQ1,Q2. A memoryless strategy α ofD can be characterized by
numbers xq,m ∈ [0, 1] where q ∈ Q2 and m ∈ moves(q), such that xq,m = α(q)(m). We have∑
m∈moves(q) xq,m = 1 for all states q. We write x for the collection (xq,m)q∈Q2, m∈moves(q),
and α(x) for the memoryless strategy characterized by x. We have:
C ⊑ D for D restricted to memoryless strategies
⇐⇒ ∃memoryless strategy α : TrC = TrD,α definition
⇐⇒ Cond Proposition 4.4,
where Cond is the following condition:
There exist
• xq,m ∈ [0, 1] for all q ∈ Q2 and all m ∈ moves(q)
• matrices M(a) ∈ RQ×Q for all labels a ∈ L,
• a matrix F ∈ RQ×Q
such that
•
∑
m∈moves(q) xq,m = 1 for all q ∈ Q2,
• the first row of F equals (µ0,−µ
′
0),
• F1 = 0,
• for all labels a ∈ L,
F
(
∆(a) 0
0 ∆′(a)
)
=M(a)F
where ∆(a),∆′(a) are the transition matrices of C and the finite
MC D(α(x)) induced by D under the strategy α(x).
This condition Cond is a closed formula in the existential theory of the reals.
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qin
q1
...
qn
qfi
1
n
, a1
1
n
, an
b1,M [1, 1]...
bm,M [1,m]
b1,M [n, 1]
...
bm,M [n,m]
c, 1
Figure 6: The MC C of the reduction from NMF to MC ⊑ MDPm.
Given a nonnegative matrix M ∈ Rn×m, a nonnegative factorization of M is a de-
composition of the form M = A · W where A ∈ Rn×r and W ∈ Rr×m are nonnegative
matrices (see [4, 25, 1] for more details). The NMF problem asks, given a nonnegative
matrix M ∈ Rn×m and a number r ∈ N, whether there exists a factorization M = A ·W
with nonnegative matrices A ∈ Rn×r and W ∈ Rr×m. The NMF problem is known to be
NP-hard [25].
Theorem 4.5. The NMF problem is polynomial-time reducible to MC ⊑ MDPm, hence
MC ⊑ MDPm is NP-hard.
Proof. To establish the reduction, consider an instance of the NMF problem, a nonnegative
matrix M ∈ Rn×m and a number r ∈ N. We construct an MC C and an MDP D such that
the NMF instance is a yes-instance if and only if C ⊑ D where D is restricted to use only
memoryless strategies.
We can assume, without loss of generality, that M is a stochastic matrix, that is
m∑
j=1
M [i, j] = 1 for all rows 1 ≤ i ≤ n. We know, by [1, Section 5], that there exists a
nonnegative factorization of M with rank r if and only if there exist two stochastic matrices
A ∈ Rn×r and W ∈ Rr×m such that M = A ·W .
The transition probabilities in the MC C encode the entries of matrix M . The initial
distribution of the MC is the Dirac distribution on qin ; see Figure 6. There are n +m+ 1
labels a1, . . . , an, b1, . . . , bm, c. The transition in qin is the uniform distribution over {(ai, qi) |
1 ≤ i ≤ n}. In each state qi, each label bj is emitted with probabilityM [i, j], and a transition
to qfi is taken. In state qfi only c is emitted. Observe that for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n and 1 ≤ j ≤ m
we have TrC(ai) =
1
n
and TrC(ai · bj · c
∗) = 1
n
M [i, j].
The initial distribution of the MDP D is the uniform distribution over {p1, . . . , pn};
see Figure 7. In each pi (where 1 ≤ i ≤ n), there are r moves mi,1,mi,2, . . . ,mi,r
where mi,k(ai, ℓk) = 1 and 1 ≤ k ≤ r. In each ℓk, there are m moves m
′
k,1,m
′
k,2, . . . ,m
′
k,m
where m′k,j(bj , pfi ) = 1 where 1 ≤ j ≤ m. In state pfi , only c is emitted. The probabili-
ties of choosing the move mi,k in pi and choosing m
′
k,j in ℓk simulate the entries of A[i, k]
and W [k, j].
We prove that there is a nonnegative factorization for M = A ·W such that A ∈ Rn×r
and W ∈ Rr×m if and only if C ⊑ D where D is restricted to memoryless strategies.
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Figure 7: The MDP D of the reduction from NMF to MC ⊑ MDPm.
SupposeM has a nonnegative factorization, i.e., there are stochastic matrices A ∈ Rn×r
and W ∈ Rr×m such that M = A ·W . To prove that C ⊑ D, we construct a memoryless
strategy α such that TrC = TrD,α. For all states q of D, strategy α is defined by
α(q) =


d ∈ Dist(moves(pi)) if q = pi and 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
where d(mi,k) = A[i, k] for all 1 ≤ k ≤ r
d ∈ Dist(moves(ℓk)) if q = pi and 1 ≤ k ≤ r,
where d(m′k,j) =W [k, j] for all 1 ≤ j ≤ m
the Dirac distribution on (c, pfi ) if q = pfi .
The trace-probability function for D and α is such that for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n and all 1 ≤ j ≤ m,
we have TrD,α(ai) =
1
n
, and
TrD,α(ai · bj · c
∗) =
1
n
r∑
k=1
α(pi)(mi,k) · α(ℓk)(m
′
k,j)
=
1
n
r∑
k=1
A[i, k] ·W [k, j] =
1
n
M [i, j].
This gives TrD,α = TrC , and thus C ⊑ D where D uses a memoryless strategy.
Conversely, suppose that there exists a memoryless strategy β for the MDP D such
that TrC = TrD,β. We exhibit a factorization M = A ·W where A ∈ R
n×r and W ∈ Rr×m.
For all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ k ≤ r and 1 ≤ j ≤ m, let
A[i, k] = β(pi)(mi,k) and W [k, j] = β(ℓk)(m
′
k,j).
Since D under the strategy β refines C, then for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n and all 1 ≤ j ≤ m
TrD,β(ai · bj · c
∗) = TrC(ai · bj · c
∗) =
1
n
M [i, j].
Since the probability of generating ai · bj · c
∗ is 1
n
r∑
k=1
β(pi)(mi,k) · β(ℓk)(m
′
k,j) then we have
r∑
k=1
A[i, k] ·W [k, j] =M [i, j]. This completes the proof.
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Shitov [22] recently claimed that the NMF problem is complete for the existential theory
of the reals. This claim, combined with Theorems 4.3 and 4.5, implies that MC ⊑ MDPm is
complete for the existential theory of the reals.
5. Bisimulation
In this section we show that the problem MDP ⊑ MC is in NC, hence in P.
First, in Subsection 5.1, we establish a link between trace refinement and a notion of
bisimulation between distributions that was studied in [12].
Second, in Subsection 5.2 we give a necessary and sufficient condition for the MDPs to
be bisimilar. It resembles the properties developed in [12], but we rebuild a detailed proof
from scratch, as the authors were unable to verify some of the technical claims made in [12].
As corollaries, we show in Subsection 5.3 that bisimulation between two MDPs can be
decided in coNP, improving the exponential-time result from [12], and in Subsection 5.4
that the problem MDP ⊑ MC is in NC, hence in P.
5.1. A Link between Trace Refinement and Bisimulation. A local strategy for an
MDP D = 〈Q,µ0, L, δ〉 is a function α : Q → Dist(moves) that maps each state q to a
distribution α(q) ∈ Dist(moves(q)) over moves in q. We call α pure if for all states q there is
a move m such that α(q)(m) = 1. For a subdistribution µ ∈ subDist(Q), a local strategy α,
and a label a ∈ L, define the successor subdistribution Succ(µ,α, a) with
Succ(µ,α, a)(q′) =
∑
q∈Q
µ(q) ·
∑
m∈moves(q)
α(q)(m) ·m(a, q′)
for all q′ ∈ Q. We often view a subdistribution d ∈ subDist(Q) as a row vector d ∈ [0, 1]Q.
For a local strategy α and a label a, define the transition matrix ∆α(a) ∈ [0, 1]
Q×Q with
∆α(a)[q, q
′] =
∑
m∈moves(q) α(q)(m) ·m(a, q
′). Viewing subdistributions µ as row vectors, we
have:
Succ(µ,α, a) = µ ·∆α(a) (5.1)
For a trace-based strategy α : L∗ × Q → Dist(moves) and a trace w ∈ L∗, define the
local strategy α[w] : Q → Dist(moves) with α[w](q) = α(w, q) for all q ∈ Q. We have the
following lemma.
Lemma 5.1. Let D = 〈Q,µ0, L, δ〉 be an MDP. Let α : L
∗ × Q → Dist(moves) be a trace-
based strategy. Let w ∈ L∗ and a ∈ L. Then:
subDistD,α(wa) = subDistD,α(w) ·∆α[w](a)
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Proof. Let q′ ∈ Q. We have:
subDistD,α(wa)(q
′)
=
∑
ρ∈Paths(w)
PrD,α(ρaq
′) definition of subDist
=
∑
q∈Q
∑
ρ∈Paths(w,q)
PrD,α(ρ) ·
∑
m∈moves(q)
α(ρ)(m) ·m(a, q′) definition of Pr
=
∑
q∈Q
∑
ρ∈Paths(w,q)
PrD,α(ρ) ·
∑
m∈moves(q)
α(w, q)(m) ·m(a, q′) α is trace-based
=
∑
q∈Q
subDistD,α(w)(q) ·
∑
m∈moves(q)
α(w, q)(m) ·m(a, q′) definition of subDist
=
∑
q∈Q
subDistD,α(w)(q) ·
∑
m∈moves(q)
α[w](q)(m) ·m(a, q′) definition of α[w]
=
∑
q∈Q
subDistD,α(w)(q) ·∆α[w](a)[q, q
′] definition of ∆α[w](a)
=
(
subDistD,α(w) ·∆α[w](a)
)
(q′)
The following lemma allows us to view strategies as a composition of local strategies,
and conversely.
Lemma 5.2. Let D = 〈Q,µ0, L, δ〉 be an MDP. Let w = a1a2 · · · an ∈ L
∗. Let µ1,µ2, . . . ,µn
be subdistributions over Q. Then there is a strategy α : Paths(D)→ Dist(moves) with
µi = subDistD,α(a1a2 · · · ai) for all i ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,n}
if and only if there are local strategies α0,α1, . . . ,αn−1 : Q→ Dist(moves) with
µi+1 = Succ(µi,αi, ai+1) for all i ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,n− 1}.
Proof. We prove the two implications from the lemma in turn.
“=⇒”: Let α be a strategy with µi = subDistD,α(a1a2 · · · ai) for all i ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,n}. By
Lemma 2.1 we can assume that α is trace-based. For all i ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,n−1} define a
local strategy αi with αi = α[a1a2 · · · ai]. Then we have for all i ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,n− 1}:
µi+1 = subDistD,α(a1a2 · · · ai+1) definition of α
= subDistD,α(a1a2 · · · ai) ·∆α[a1a2···ai](ai+1) Lemma 5.1
= µi ·∆αi(ai+1) definitions of α,αi
= Succ(µi,αi, ai+1) by (5.1)
“⇐=”: Let α0,α1, . . . ,αn−1 be local strategies with µi+1 = Succ(µi,αi, ai+1) for all i ∈
{0, 1, . . . ,n−1}. Define a trace-based strategy α such that α[a1a2 · · · ai] = αi for all
i ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,n − 1}. (This condition need not completely determine α.) We prove
by induction on i that µi = subDistD,α(a1a2 · · · ai) for all i ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,n}. For i = 0
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this is trivial. For the step, we have:
µi+1 = Succ(µi,αi, ai+1) definition of αi
= µi ·∆αi(ai+1) by (5.1)
= subDistD,α(a1a2 · · · ai) ·∆αi(ai+1) induction hypothesis
= subDistD,α(a1a2 · · · ai) ·∆α[a1a2···ai](ai+1) definition of α
= subDistD,α(a1a2 · · · ai+1) Lemma 5.1
Let D = 〈QD,µ
D
0 , L, δD〉 and E = 〈QE ,µ
E
0 , L, δE 〉 be two MDPs over the same set L of
labels. A bisimulation is a relation R ⊆ subDist(QD) × subDist(QE ) such that whenever
µD R µE then
• ‖µD‖ = ‖µE‖;
• for all local strategies αD there exists a local strategy αE such that for all a ∈ L we
have Succ(µD,αD, a) R Succ(µE ,αE , a);
• for all local strategies αE there exists a local strategy αD such that for all a ∈ L we
have Succ(µD,αD, a) R Succ(µE ,αE , a).
As usual, a union of bisimulations is a bisimulation. Denote by ∼ the union of all bisimula-
tions, i.e., ∼ is the largest bisimulation. We write D ∼ E if µD0 ∼ µ
E
0 . In general, the set ∼
is uncountably infinite, so methods for computing state-based bisimulation (e.g., partition
refinement) are not applicable. The following proposition establishes a link between trace
refinement and bisimulation.
Proposition 5.3. Let D be an MDP and C be an MC. Then D ∼ C if and only if D ⊑ C.
Proof. Let D = 〈QD,µ
D
0 , L, δ
D〉 and C = 〈QC ,µ
C
0 , L, δ
C〉.
“=⇒”: Let D ∼ C. Hence µD0 ∼ µ
C
0 . We show that D ⊑ C. Let α
D be a strat-
egy for D. Let w = a1a2 · · · an ∈ L
∗. Let µD0 ,µ
D
1 , . . . ,µ
D
n be the subdistribu-
tions with µDi = subDistD,αD(a1a2 · · · ai) for all i. By Lemma 5.2 there exist lo-
cal strategies αD0 ,α
D
1 , . . . ,α
D
n−1 with µ
D
i+1 = Succ(µ
D
i ,α
D
i , ai+1) for all i. Since
µD0 ∼ µ
C
0 , there exist local strategies α
C
0 ,α
C
1 , . . . ,α
C
n−1 for C and subdistributions
µC1 ,µ
C
2 , . . . ,µ
C
n with µ
C
i+1 = Succ(µ
C
i ,α
C
i , ai+1) for all i and µ
D
i ∼ µ
C
i for all i. Since
C is an MC, the local strategies αCi are, in fact, irrelevant. By Lemma 5.2 we have
µCi = subDistC(a1a2 · · · ai) for all i. So we have:
TrD,αD(w) = ‖subDistD,αD(w)‖ by (2.1)
= ‖µDn ‖ µ
D
n = subDistD,αD(w)
= ‖µCn‖ µ
D
n ∼ µ
C
n
= ‖subDistC(w)‖ µ
C
n = subDistC(w)
= TrC(w) by (2.1)
Since αD and w were chosen arbitrarily, we conclude that D ⊑ C.
“⇐=”: Let D ⊑ C. We show µD0 ∼ µ
C
0 . Define a relation R ⊆ subDist(QD) × subDist(QC)
such that µD R µC if and only if there exist a strategy αD for D and a trace w with
µD = subDistD,αD(w) and µ
C = subDistC(w). We claim thatR is a bisimulation. To
prove the claim, consider any µD,µC with µD R µC. Then there exist a strategy αD
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for D and a trace w with µD = subDistD,αD(w) and µ
C = subDistC(w). Since
D ⊑ C, we have TrD,αD(w) = TrC(w). So we have:
‖µD‖ = ‖subDistD,αD(w)‖ µ
D = subDistD,αD(w)
= TrD,αD(w) by (2.1)
= TrC(w) as argued above
= ‖subDistC(w)‖ by (2.1)
= ‖µC‖ µC = subDistC(w)
This proves the first condition for R being a bisimulation.
For the rest of the proof assume w = a1a2 · · · an. Write µ
D
n = µ
D and
µCn = µ
C. Let αDn be a local strategy for D. Let an+1 ∈ L. Define µ
D
n+1 =
Succ(µDn ,α
D
n , an+1), and µ
C
n+1 = Succ(µ
C
n,α
C
n, an+1) for an arbitrary (and unim-
portant) local strategy αCn for C. For the second and the third condition of R
being a bisimulation we need to prove µDn+1 R µ
C
n+1. Define µ
D
1 ,µ
D
2 , . . . ,µ
D
n−1
such that µDi = subDistD,αD(a1a2 · · · ai) for all i ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,n}. By Lemma 5.2
there are local strategies αD0 ,α
D
1 , . . . ,α
D
n−1 such that µ
D
i+1 = Succ(µ
D
i ,α
D
i , ai+1)
for all i ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,n − 1}. We also have µDn+1 = Succ(µ
D
n ,α
D
n , an+1), so again
by Lemma 5.2 there is a strategy βD with µDi = subDistD,βD(a1a2 · · · ai) for all
i ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,n+ 1}. In particular, µDn+1 = subDistD,βD(wan+1). Similarly, we have
µCn+1 = subDistC(wan+1). Thus, µ
D
n+1 R µ
C
n+1. Hence we have proved that R is a
bisimulation.
Considering the empty trace, we see that µD0 R µ
C
0 . Since R ⊆ ∼, we also have
µD0 ∼ µ
C
0 , as desired.
5.2. A Necessary and Sufficient Condition for Bisimilarity. In the following we
consider MDPs D = 〈Q,µD0 , L, δ〉 and E = 〈Q,µ
E
0 , L, δ〉 over the same state space. This is
without loss of generality, since we might take the disjoint union of the state spaces. Since
D and E differ only in the initial distribution, we will focus on D.
Let B ∈ RQ×k with k ≥ 1. Assume the label set is L = {a1, . . . , a|L|}. For µ ∈
subDist(Q) and a local strategy α we define a point p(µ,α) ∈ R|L|·k such that
p(µ,α) =
(
µ∆α(a1)B µ∆α(a2)B · · · µ∆α(a|L|)B
)
.
For the reader’s intuition, we remark that we will choose matrices B ∈ RQ×k so that if two
subdistributions µD,µE are bisimilar then µDB = µEB. (In fact, one can compute B so
that the converse holds as well, i.e., µD ∼ µE if and only if µDB = µEB.) It follows that,
for subdistributions µD,µE and local strategies αD,αE , if Succ(µD,αD, a) ∼ Succ(µE ,αE , a)
holds for all a ∈ L then p(µD,αD) = p(µE ,αE ). Let us also remark that for fixed µ ∈
subDist(Q), the set Pµ = {p(µ,α) | α is a local strategy} ⊆ R
|L|·k is a (bounded and convex)
polytope. As a consequence, if µD ∼ µE then the polytopes PµD and PµE must be equal. In
the next paragraph we define “extremal” strategies α̂, which intuitively are local strategies
such that p(µ, α̂) is a vertex of the polytope Pµ.
Let v ∈ R|L|·k be a column vector; we denote column vectors in boldface. We view v as
a “direction”. Recall that dq is the Dirac distribution on the state q. A pure local strategy α̂
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is extremal in direction v with respect to B if
p(dq,α)v ≤ p(dq, α̂)v (5.2)
p(dq,α)v = p(dq, α̂)v implies p(dq,α) = p(dq, α̂) (5.3)
for all states q ∈ Q and all pure local strategies α.
By linearity, if (5.2) and (5.3) hold for all pure local strategies α then (5.2) and (5.3)
hold for all local strategies α. We say a local strategy α̂ is extremal with respect to B if
there is a direction v such that α̂ is extremal in direction v with respect to B.
In the following we prove some facts about extremal local strategies that will be needed
later.
Lemma 5.4. Let D = 〈Q,µ0, L, δ〉 be an MDP. Let B ∈ R
Q×k with k ≥ 1. Let µ ∈
subDist(Q). Let α, α̂ be local strategies. Suppose v ∈ R|L|·k is a direction in which α̂ is
extremal and p(µ,α)v = p(µ, α̂)v. Then p(µ,α) = p(µ, α̂).
Proof. We have:∑
q∈Q
µ(q) · p(dq,α)v = p(µ,α)v definition of p
= p(µ, α̂)v assumption on α̂
=
∑
q∈Q
µ(q) · p(dq, α̂)v definition of p
With (5.2) it follows that for all q ∈ Supp(µ) we have p(dq,α)v = p(dq, α̂)v. Hence by (5.3)
we obtain p(dq,α) = p(dq, α̂) for all q ∈ Supp(µ). Thus:
p(µ,α) =
∑
q∈Q
µ(q) · p(dq,α) =
∑
q∈Q
µ(q) · p(dq, α̂) = p(µ, α̂)
For a subdistribution µ define the bounded, convex polytope Pµ ⊆ R
|L|·k with
Pµ = {p(µ,α) | α : Q→ Dist(moves)}.
Comparing two polytopes PµD and PµE for subdistributions µD,µE will play a key role for
deciding bisimulation. First we prove the following lemma, which states that any vertex of
the polytope Pµ can be obtained by applying an extremal local strategy. Although this is
intuitive, the proof is not very easy.
Lemma 5.5. Let D = 〈Q,µ0, L, δ〉 be an MDP. Let B ∈ R
Q×k with k ≥ 1. Let µ ∈
subDist(Q). If x ∈ Pµ is a vertex of Pµ then there is an extremal local strategy α̂ with
x = p(µ, α̂).
Proof. Let x ∈ Pµ be a vertex of Pµ. Let α1 : Q→ Dist(moves) be a local strategy so that
x = p(µ,α1). Since x is a vertex, we can assume that α1 is pure. Since x is a vertex of Pµ,
there is a hyperplane H ⊆ R|L|·k such that {x} = Pµ∩H. Let v1 ∈ R
|L|·k be a normal vector
of H. Since {x} = Pµ ∩H, we have xv1 = maxy∈Pµ yv1 or xv1 = miny∈Pµ yv1; without loss
of generality, say xv1 = maxy∈Pµ yv1. Since {x} = Pµ ∩H, we have for all q ∈ Supp(µ) and
all α:
p(dq,α)v1 = p(dq,α1)v1 implies p(dq,α) = p(dq,α1). (5.4)
For all q ∈ Q \ Supp(µ), redefine the pure local strategy α1(q) so that all q ∈ Q and all
local strategies α satisfy p(dq,α)v1 ≤ p(dq,α1)v1. Since Q and moves are finite, there is ε >
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0 such that all q ∈ Q and all pure local strategies α either satisfy p(dq,α)v1 = p(dq,α1)v1
or p(dq,α)v1 ≤ p(dq,α1)v1 − ε.
Define
Σ = {α : Q→ Dist(moves) | ∀ q ∈ Q : p(dq,α)v1 = p(dq,α1)v1} .
Consider the bounded, convex polytope P2 ⊆ R
|L|·k defined by
P2 =


∑
q∈Q
p(dq,α)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ α ∈ Σ

 .
By an argument similar to the one above, there are a pure local strategy α̂ ∈ Σ, a vertex
x2 =
∑
q∈Q p(dq, α̂) of P2, and a vector v2 ∈ R
|L|·k such that for all q ∈ Q and all α ∈ Σ,
we have p(dq,α)v2 ≤ p(dq, α̂)v2, and if p(dq,α)v2 = p(dq, α̂)v2 then p(dq,α) = p(dq, α̂).
By scaling down v2 by a small positive scalar, we can assume that all q ∈ Q and all local
strategies α satisfy
|p(dq,α)v2| ≤
ε
3
. (5.5)
Since α̂ ∈ Σ, all q ∈ Q satisfy p(dq, α̂)v1 = p(dq,α1)v1. By (5.4) all q ∈ Supp(µ) satisfy
p(dq, α̂) = p(dq,α1). Hence:
p(µ, α̂) =
∑
q∈Supp(µ)
µ(q)p(dq, α̂) =
∑
q∈Supp(µ)
µ(q)p(dq,α1) = p(µ,α1) = x
It remains to show that there is a direction v in which α̂ is extremal. Take v = v1+v2.
Let q ∈ Q and let α be a pure local strategy. We consider two cases:
• Assume p(dq,α)v1 = p(dq,α1)v1. Then there is β ∈ Σ with α(q) = β(q), hence
p(dq,α) = p(dq,β). We have:
p(dq,α)v = p(dq,β)v p(dq,α) = p(dq,β)
= p(dq,β)v1 + p(dq,β)v2 definition of v
= p(dq,α1)v1 + p(dq,β)v2 β ∈ Σ
= p(dq, α̂)v1 + p(dq,β)v2 α̂ ∈ Σ
≤ p(dq, α̂)v1 + p(dq, α̂)v2 definition of α̂
= p(dq, α̂)v definition of v
Hence (5.2) holds for α̂. To show (5.3), assume p(dq,α)v = p(dq, α̂)v. Then all terms
in the computation above are equal, and p(dq,β)v2 = p(dq, α̂)v2. By the definition
of α̂, this implies p(dq,β) = p(dq, α̂). Hence p(dq,α) = p(dq,β) = p(dq, α̂). Hence
(5.3) holds for α̂.
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• Assume p(dq,α)v1 6= p(dq,α1)v1. By the definition of ε it follows p(dq,α)v1 ≤
p(dq,α1)v1 − ε. We have:
p(dq,α)v = p(dq,α)v1 + p(dq,α)v2 definition of v
≤ p(dq,α1)v1 − ε+ p(dq,α)v2 as argued above
= p(dq, α̂)v1 − ε+ p(dq,α)v2 α̂ ∈ Σ
≤ p(dq, α̂)v1 − ε+
ε
3
by (5.5)
≤ p(dq, α̂)v1 + p(dq, α̂)v2 − ε+
ε
3
+
ε
3
by (5.5)
< p(dq, α̂)v1 + p(dq, α̂)v2 ε > 0
= p(dq, α̂)v definition of v
This implies (5.2) and (5.3) for α̂.
Hence, α̂ is extremal in direction v.
The following lemma states the intuitive fact that in order to compare the polytopes PµD
and PµE , it suffices to compare the vertices obtained by applying extremal local strategies:
Lemma 5.6. Let D = 〈Q,µ0, L, δ〉 be an MDP. Let B ∈ R
Q×k with k ≥ 1. Then for all
µD,µE ∈ subDist(Q) we have PµD = PµE if and only if for all extremal local strategies α̂ we
have p(µD, α̂) = p(µE , α̂).
Proof. We prove the two implications from the lemma in turn.
“=⇒”: Suppose PµD = PµE . Let α̂ be a local strategy that is extremal in direction v. Since
PµD = PµE , there are αE and αD such that p(µD, α̂) = p(µE ,αE ) and p(µE , α̂) =
p(µD,αD). We have:
p(µD, α̂)v = p(µE ,αE)v p(µD, α̂) = p(µE ,αE)
≤ p(µE , α̂)v α̂ is extremal in direction v
= p(µD,αD)v p(µE , α̂) = p(µD,αD)
≤ p(µD, α̂)v α̂ is extremal in direction v
So all inequalities are in fact equalities. In particular, we have p(µD, α̂)v =
p(µD,αD)v. It follows:
p(µD, α̂) = p(µD,αD) Lemma 5.4
= p(µE , α̂) definition of αD
“⇐=”: Let x be a vertex of PµD . By Lemma 5.5 there exists an extremal local strategy α̂
with x = p(µD, α̂). By the assumption we have p(µD, α̂) = p(µE , α̂). Hence x =
p(µD, α̂) = p(µE , α̂) ∈ PµE . Since x is an arbitrary vertex of PµD , and PµD ,PµE are
bounded, convex polytopes, it follows PµD ⊆ PµE . The reverse inclusion is shown
similarly.
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The following lemma shows that the alternation of quantifiers over local strategies can
be replaced by quantifying over extremal local strategies:
Lemma 5.7. Let D = 〈Q,µ0, L, δ〉 be an MDP. Let B ∈ R
Q×k with k ≥ 1. Let µD,µE ∈
subDist(Q). In the following let αD,αE range over local strategies, α̂ over extremal local
strategies, and a over L. Then
∀αD∃αE∀a : µD∆αD(a)B = µE∆αE (a)B
∧ ∀αE∃αD∀a : µD∆αD(a)B = µE∆αE (a)B
(5.6)
holds if and only the following holds:
∀α̂∀a : µD∆α̂(a)B = µE∆α̂(a)B
Proof. We have:
∀αD∃αE∀a : µD∆αD(a)B = µE∆αE (a)B
⇐⇒ ∀αD∃αE : p(µD,αD) = p(µE ,αE) definition of p
⇐⇒ PµD ⊆ PµE
It follows:
(5.6) ⇐⇒ PµD = PµE
⇐⇒ ∀α̂∀a : µD∆α̂(a)B = µE∆α̂(a)B Lemma 5.6
The following proposition provides necessary and sufficient conditions for bisimilarity.
Proposition 5.8. Let D = 〈Q,µ0, L, δ〉 be an MDP. Let B ∈ R
Q×k with k ≥ 1.
(1) Suppose that for all µD,µE ∈ subDist(Q) with µD ∼ µE we have µDB = µEB. Then
for all µD,µE ∈ subDist(Q) with µD ∼ µE we have µD∆α̂(a)B = µE∆α̂(a)B for all
extremal local strategies α̂ and all a ∈ L.
(2) Suppose that B includes the column vector 1 = (1 1 · · · 1)T (where the superscript T
denotes transpose) and that for all extremal local strategies α̂ and all a ∈ L the
columns of ∆α̂(a)B are in the linear span of the columns of B. Then for all µD,µE ∈
subDist(Q) with µDB = µEB we have µD ∼ µE .
Proof.
(1) Let µD,µE ∈ subDist(Q) with µD ∼ µE . By the definition of bisimulation and
using (5.1), we obtain:
– for all local strategies αD there exists a local strategy αE such that for all a ∈ L
we have µD∆αD(a) ∼ µE∆αE (a);
– for all local strategies αE there exists a local strategy αD such that for all a ∈ L
we have µD∆αD(a) ∼ µE∆αE (a).
Using our assumption on B, we see that (5.6) from Lemma 5.7 holds for µD,µE . By
Lemma 5.7 we have µD∆α̂(a)B = µE∆α̂(a)B for all extremal local strategies α̂ and
all a ∈ L.
(2) It suffices to show that the relation ∼B ⊆ subDist(Q)× subDist(Q) defined by
µD ∼B µE ⇐⇒ µDB = µEB
is a bisimulation. Let µD ∼B µE , i.e., µDB = µEB. Since B includes the column 1,
we have ‖µD‖ = ‖µE‖. Since for all extremal local strategies α̂ and all a ∈ L the
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columns of ∆α̂(a)B are in the linear span of the columns of B, we have 0
T =
(µD − µE)B = (µD − µE)∆α̂(a)B for all extremal local strategies α̂ and all a ∈ L.
Lemma 5.7 implies that (5.6) holds for µD,µE . Using (5.1) and the definition of ∼B ,
we obtain:
– for all local strategies αD there exists a local strategy αE such that for all a ∈ L
we have Succ(µD,αD, a) ∼B Succ(µE ,αE , a);
– for all local strategies αE there exists a local strategy αD such that for all a ∈ L
we have Succ(µD,αD, a) ∼B Succ(µE ,αE , a).
Thus the relation ∼B is a bisimulation.
5.3. A coNP Algorithm for Checking Bisimilarity of two MDPs. Proposition 5.8
suggests an algorithm for determining bisimilarity in a given MDP D = 〈Q,µ0, L, δ〉. More
concretely, we can compute a matrix B such that for all subdistributions µD,µE we have
µD ∼ µE if and only if µDB = µEB. The algorithm initializes B with the column vector 1
and henceforth maintains the invariant that µD ∼ µE implies µDB = µEB.
• If there exists an extremal local strategy α̂ and a label a ∈ L such that a column
of ∆α̂(a)B is linearly independent of the columns of B, then add this column to B.
This maintains the invariant by Proposition 5.8 (1). Repeat.
• Otherwise (i.e., such α̂ and a do not exist) terminate. Then by Proposition 5.8 (2)
we have µDB = µEB =⇒ µD ∼ µE . Together with the invariant we get µD ∼
µE ⇐⇒ µDB = µEB, as claimed.
This algorithm terminates because B can have at most |Q| linearly independent columns.
Along these lines we can also prove the following theorem.
Theorem 5.9. The problem that, given two MDPs D and E, asks whether D ∼ E is in
coNP.
Proof. Without loss of generality we assume D = 〈Q,µD, L, δ〉 and E = 〈Q,µE , L, δ〉. Hence
we wish to decide in NP whether µD 6∼ µE .
We proceed along the lines of the algorithm above. Specifically, it follows from the
arguments there that µD 6∼ µE holds if and only if the following condition Cond holds:
There are k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , |Q|} and b0 = 1, b1, . . . , bk−1 ∈ R
Q and
i0, i1, . . . , ik−1 ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k − 2} and a1, a2, . . . , ak−1 ∈ L and pure local
strategies α̂1, α̂2, . . . , α̂k−1 such that for all j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k − 1}
• α̂j is extremal with respect to the matrix formed by the column vectors
b0, b1, . . . , bj−1 and
• ij < j and
• bj = ∆α̂j (aj)bij ,
and µDbk−1 6= µEbk−1.
It remains to argue that Cond can be checked in NP. We can nondeterministically guess
k ≤ |Q| and i0, i1, . . . , ik−1 ≤ k − 2 and a1, a2, . . . , ak−1 ∈ L and pure local strategies
α̂1, α̂2, . . . , α̂k−1. This determines b1, . . . , bk−1. All conditions in Cond are straightforward
to check in polynomial time, except the condition that for all j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k − 1} we have
that α̂j is extremal with respect to b0, b1, . . . , bj−1. In the remainder of the proof, we argue
that this can also be checked in polynomial time.
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Let j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k−1}. Let B ∈ RQ×j be the matrix with columns b0, b1, . . . , bj−1. We
want to check that α̂j is extremal with respect to B. For all q ∈ Q, compute in polynomial
time the set eqmoves(q) ⊆ moves(q) defined by
eqmoves(q) = {m ∈ moves(q) | p(dq,αq,m) = p(dq, α̂j)},
where αq,m is a pure local strategy with αq,m(q)(m) = 1 (it does not matter how αq,m(q
′)
is defined for q′ 6= q). We want to verify that (5.2) and (5.3) holds for α̂j . Hence we
need to find v ∈ R|L|·j so that for all q ∈ Q and all m ∈ moves(q) \ eqmoves(q) we have
p(dq,αq,m)v < p(dq, α̂j)v. If such a vector v exists, it can be scaled up by a large positive
scalar so that we have:
p(dq,αq,m)v + 1 ≤ p(dq, α̂j)v ∀ q ∈ Q ∀m ∈ moves(q) \ eqmoves(q) (5.7)
Hence it suffices to check if there exists a vector v that satisfies (5.7). This amounts to a
feasibility check of a linear program of polynomial size. Such a check can be carried out in
polynomial time.
5.4. An NC Algorithm for Trace Refinement. In the following we consider an MDP
D = 〈Q,µD0 , L, δ〉 and an MC C = 〈QC ,µ
C
0 , L, δ〉. Without loss of generality, we assume
QC ⊆ Q. We may view subdistributions µC ∈ subDist(QC) as µC ∈ subDist(Q) in the
natural way. The following proposition is analogous to Proposition 5.8.
Proposition 5.10. Let D = 〈Q,µD0 , L, δ〉 be an MDP and C = 〈QC ,µ
C
0 , L, δ〉 be an MC with
QC ⊆ Q. Let B ∈ R
Q×k with k ≥ 1. In the following let µD range over subDist(Q) and µC
over subDist(QC).
(1) Suppose that for all µD,µC with µD ∼ µC we have µDB = µCB. Then for all µD,µC
with µD ∼ µC we have µD∆α(a)B = µC∆α(a)B for all local strategies α and all
a ∈ L.
(2) Suppose that B includes the column vector 1 = (1 1 · · · 1)T and that for all local
strategies α and all a ∈ L the columns of ∆α(a)B are in the linear span of the
columns of B. Then for all µD,µC with µDB = µCB we have µD ∼ µC.
Proof. The proof is similar to but simpler than the proof of Proposition 5.8. For complete-
ness, we give it explicitly.
(1) Let µD ∼ µC . By the definition of bisimulation and using (5.1) we have µD∆α(a) ∼
µC∆α(a) for all local strategies α and all a ∈ L. By our assumption on B, we have
µD∆α(a)B = µC∆α(a)B for all local strategies α and all a ∈ L.
(2) It suffices to show that the relation ∼B ⊆ subDist(Q)× subDist(QC) defined by
µD ∼B µC ⇐⇒ µDB = µCB
is a bisimulation. Let µD ∼B µC , i.e., µDB = µCB. Since B includes the column 1,
we have ‖µD‖ = ‖µC‖. Since for all local strategies α and all a ∈ L the columns of
∆α(a)B are in the linear span of the columns of B, we have 0
T = (µD−µC)B = (µD−
µC)∆α(a)B for all local strategies α and all a ∈ L. Using (5.1) and the definition
of ∼B, we see that for all local strategies α and all a ∈ L we have Succ(µD,α, a) ∼B
Succ(µC ,α, a). Thus the relation ∼B is a bisimulation.
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Corollary 5.11. Let V ⊆ RQ be the smallest column-vector space with 1 ∈ V and ∆α(a)u ∈
V for all u ∈ V, all labels a ∈ L, and all local strategies α. Then for all µD ∈ subDist(Q)
and all µC ∈ subDist(QC) we have:
µD ∼ µC ⇐⇒ µDu = µCu for all u ∈ V
Notice the differences to Proposition 5.8: there we considered all extremal local strate-
gies (potentially exponentially many), here we consider all local strategies (in general infin-
itely many). However, we show that one can efficiently find few local strategies that span
all local strategies. This allows us to reduce (in logarithmic space) the bisimulation problem
between an MDP and an MC to the bisimulation problem between two MCs, which is equiv-
alent to the trace-equivalence problem in MCs (by Proposition 5.3). The latter problem is
known to be in NC [24]. Theorem 5.12 then follows with Proposition 5.3.
Theorem 5.12. The problem MDP ⊑ MC is in NC, hence in P.
Proof. Let D = 〈Q,µD0 , L, δ〉 be an MDP and C = 〈QC ,µ
C
0 , L, δ〉 be an MC with QC ⊆ Q.
Let α0 denote an arbitrary pure local strategy. For each q ∈ Q and each m ∈ moves(q)
denote by αq,m the pure local strategy such that αq,m(q)(m) = 1 and αq,m(q
′) = α0(q
′) for
all q′ ∈ Q \ {q}. Define
Σ = {α0} ∪ {αq,m | q ∈ Q, m ∈ moves(q)} and
M = {∆α(a) ∈ R
Q×Q | α ∈ Σ, a ∈ L} and
M∞ =
{
∆α(a) ∈ R
Q×Q
∣∣ α is a local strategy, a ∈ L} .
The vector space V ⊆ RQ from Corollary 5.11 is the smallest vector space with
• 1 = (1 1 · · · 1)T ∈ V and
• Mu ∈ V, for all u ∈ V and all M ∈ M∞.
We haveM⊆M∞, where |M| is finite and |M∞| is infinite. Every matrix inM∞ can
be expressed as a linear combination of matrices fromM: Indeed, let α be a local strategy.
Then for all a ∈ L we have:
∆α(a) = ∆α0(a) +
∑
q∈Q

−∆α0(a) + ∑
m∈moves(q)
α(q)(m) ·∆αq,m(q)(a)


So by linearity, the vector space V is the smallest column-vector space such that
• 1 = (1 1 · · · 1)T ∈ V and
• Mu ∈ V, for all u ∈ V and all M ∈ M.
Define a finite set of labels L′ = {bα,a | α ∈ Σ, a ∈ L}, and for each α ∈ Σ and each
a ∈ L a matrix
∆′(bα,a) =
1
|Σ|
∆α(a).
The matrix
∑
b∈L′ ∆
′(b) is stochastic. Define the MCs D′ = 〈Q,µD0 , L
′, δ′〉 and C′ =
〈Q,µC0 , L
′, δ′〉 such that δ′ induces the transition matrices ∆′(b) for all b ∈ L′. The MCs
D′ and C′ are computable in logarithmic space. Let V ′ ⊆ RQ be the smallest column-vector
space such that
• 1 = (1 1 · · · 1)T ∈ V and
• ∆′(b)u ∈ V, for all u ∈ V and all b ∈ L′.
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Since the matrices in M and the matrices ∆′(b) are scalar multiples of each other, we have
V = V ′. It holds:
D ⊑ C ⇐⇒ D ∼ C in D Proposition 5.3
⇐⇒ µD0 ∼ µ
C
0 in D definition
⇐⇒ ∀u ∈ V : µD0 u = µ
C
0u Corollary 5.11
⇐⇒ ∀u ∈ V ′ : µD0 u = µ
C
0u V = V
′
⇐⇒ µD0 ∼ µ
C
0 in D
′ Corollary 5.11
⇐⇒ D′ ∼ C′ in D′ definition
⇐⇒ D′ ⊑ C′ Proposition 5.3
As mentioned in Section 2.2, deciding whether D′ ⊑ C′ holds amounts to the trace-
equivalence problem for MCs. It follows from Tzeng [24] that the latter is decidable in NC,
hence in P.
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